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Consigned by Dr. Diana Wilson, Martinsville, IL

I'M A WILD FLOWER

(Bay Filly, Foaled April 23, 2010; Brand 5H699)


1st Dam

FOX VALLEY IVY p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.1 ($69,315) by Incredible Finale p,4,1:53.2f. 8 wins. At 2, 7 (3-0-0) and winner Orange & Blue (elim.) at Balmoral and IL State Fair Colt S. (Cons.). At 3, winner IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.); third in Grandma Ann S. (elim.). Dam of: BIG DADDY WOO WOO p,3,1:56.3f; 4,1:51.1 (g, Ft Apache Hanover) ($106,330) 16 wins. At 3, 15 (6-3-1) and winner Big Ten S. at Pana and Balmoral Park Series (leg); second in Illini S. at Charleston and ISOBA Fall Review at Springfield; third in MWARA S. at Mt. Sterling. At 4, winner FFA; second in Broadway Preview S.; third in FFA, all at Balmoral; race timed 1:49.4. Now 5, racing and a winner FFA (second in FFA; third in 2 FFA's) at Balmoral; second in Betzotic and Cook County LC's at Maywood.

UAREAWOMANIZER p,2,1:59.3h-'11 (h, Ft Apache Hanover). Now 2, racing and winner first start qualifying.

2nd Dam

IDEAL FRESH p,2,1:57 ($89,996) by Ideal Society p,2,1:55.3. At 2, winner Misty Misty S. (Final), IL State Fair S. (elim.) and Orange & Blue S. (elim.). At 3, winner Direct Dottie S.; second in ISOBA S.; third in Golden Miss S. Dam of: FOX VALLEY DEVIOUS p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:50 (Sportsmaster) ($415,245). 33 wins. At 2, winner Balmoral Park Series (Final). At 3, winner Maywood Pace (elim. and Final) and Egyptian S. at Maywood, Pete Langley Memorial Cons. at Balmoral and IL State Fair S. (elim.). At 4, winner FFA; second in Broadway Preview S.; third in FFA, all at Balmoral; race timed 1:49.4. Now 5, racing and a winner FFA (second in FFA; third in 2 FFA's) at Balmoral; second in Betzotic and Cook County LC's at Maywood.

RAFANELLI p,3,1:54.4; 4,1:51.1 (m, Incredible Finale) ($56,120). 6 wins. At 2, second in Egyptian Grande Series (leg); third in Orange & Blue (elim.) at Balmoral and IL State Fair S. (elim.) at Springfield. Dam of: MISS FANELLI p,1,54.1f ($152,312), CULTURE SHIFT p,2,1:54.3 ($59,837), FAB FANELLI p,3,1:59.2h, E Z OTTO p,2,1:58.4h, FANELLI ROYAL p,2,1:55.2-'11, all her foals. etc.

FOX VALLEY ROGUE p,2,1:59; 3,1:52.3 (Sportsmaster) ($204,346). 15 wins. At 2, winner Robb Ranger (elim.) and Jimmy Sunshine (elim.). Dam of: G ATTRACTION p,2,1:57.3. At 2, winner Robb Ranger (elim.) and Jimmy Sunshine (elim.). Dam of: E Z OTTO p,2,1:58.4h, FANELLI ROYAL p,2,1:55.2-'11, all her foals. etc.


FOX VALLEY TERRIFIC p,4,1:56.3 (m, Sportsmaster) ($20,910). At 4, in only year of racing, winner 4 races, pacing 12 miles faster than 1:58, race timed 1:55.2 with 2 wins in 1:56.3. Dam of: CHAMPAGNECHOCOLAT p,2,1:58 (m, Sportsmaster) ($5,862).

FOX VALLEY PAYDIRT p,3,1:58.4f (g, Richess Hanover) ($3,850). 4 wins.

Fox Valley Evanna (m, Incredible Finale). Dam of CLOS PEGASE p,4,1:51.2 ($350,992), LES NOMADES p,3,1:51.2 ($118,409), EIGHTYONE RUBICON p,2,1:56.2 and SHE'S A PEGASE p,3,1:54 ($53,857).

3rd Dam

RORTY’S TIME p,3,2:00.2f; 1:58.4f ($37,015) by Rorty Hanover p,2,1:57. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners. Dam of: FLY ME AGAIN p,2,02.01.3h; 3,1:54.2f; 1:53.1f (Fortune Teller) ($161,662). At 4, second in Fort Lauderdale Series (leg) at Pompano; third in Fort Lauderdale Series (leg).

FLY WITH ME p,3,1:57.4; 4,1:51.6 (I Ideal Society) ($75,864).

IDEAL TRADE p,2,02.04.3f; 3,1:57.1 (I Ideal Society) ($38,379). At 3, third in Pete Langley Memorial (elim.) and Armbrwo Wolf S. (elim.).

No Time Out p,2,02.03.4h (m, No Nukes) ($7,897). At 2, second in Canadian S. at Blue Bonnets. Dam of M G TIME OUT p,1,52.3 ($142,233), M G TANGIERINE p,3,1:56.3, M G NEW MILLENAIRE p,3,1:57.1 ($47,019), M G ATTRACTION p,3,1:54.3 ($65,448), M G CALYPSO 3,1:54.2, etc.

Omato Gold (m, No Nukes). Dam of CANACO KEON p,4,1:55.2 ($90,513), MEG DAMOUR p,4,1:53.3 ($84,053), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

IL Concealed & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest - Super Sale